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TOTENHAM PAVILION
'DIFFERENT IS GOOD' 

SITE PLAN 1:200 

Main Entrance,Functional Scheme and 
Usage area. 

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1:200

Entrances,Workshop areas,Semi open bazaar,Shops and Stage.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN 1:200

Accesing First Floor Level,Dynamic Area, Bridge Library, Pub, Terrace 
and Restaurant.
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ATTRACT MATCHING DIRECTION

ABOUT THE SITE 

At the 2016 census, the population of Harringay was about 272,136.
The ethnic breakdown is: 64% white, 12% black, 12% Asian, 
6% Mixed and 5% other. 71% of its inhabitants were born in Europe,
 with 12% in Asia, 7% in Africa (mainly eastern & southern), and 
1% in North America. Within this mix 3% were born in Turkey.
About 41% of the population report themselves as Christian,
 14% as Muslim and 40% as not religious or no religion stated.
60% of residents are classified as being in the A/B & C1 social groups.
Of a total of around 9,199 dwellings in Harringay,
 approximately 39% are owner-occupied and about 
44% are privately rented accommodation. 14% are public 
or other council housing. About 40% of the dwellings are houses,
 with the remainder being flats, most often converted from the
 largely Victorian housing stock.

According to these informations;
Harringey is multicultural area and Pavilion area has a unique power
 dynamic different discipline.Power source that comes 
from clash of differences.

We should create attract point to use different work spaces by
 artist musicians and makers.The area as like a human body.
Everything should be matched. It should work correctly.
The shops will invite people inside while attracting them off the main 
street.And then,they can be DIRECTED according to their interest.

My purpose is to live different disciplines together by library 
pub and dynamic area. 

The dynamic area is NUMBER 4  ;sometimes  it will be 
exhibition area , sometimes workshops area such as
 painting, yoga, meditation ...

In addition, people can produce own product on the
 workshop and sell on the small market.(NUMBER 9)
There will be small but authantic restaurant with a 
balcony that sees site from above.Once a visit,
 they will make them visit again.

Local artists on the stage,Potery in the gathering,sometimes 
stories that are read to children,sometimes 
open air cinema(NUMBER 11).

Easy to install and cheap,used,recycling shipping 
containers,
Little and simple ground works,
few painting,glass works and electrical plumbing...

As a result of;  
The positive energy emitting area is
 always gift to all London.
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